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MORNING GRAIN COMMENTARY 

Morning Trends: 

Corn: 1 around 

Wheat: 1 around 

Soybeans: 1 around 

Soybean Meal .5 to 1.0 higher 

Soybean Oil: 20 to 25 lower 

 

 

Weather:   

 A trough over the Great Lakes will lift northeast into Canada Friday through the weekend. Another trough moving 
into the Pacific Northwest Wednesday will replace the eastern trough over the weekend. The trough will move 
northeast through early next week being replaced by a large ridge. At the same time, a new trough forming in 
the west will make for a trough-west and ridge-east pattern which looks to be maintained through next week with 
weakening of the western trough late next week. The U.S. and European models are in fair agreement, but the 
U.S. model is much more amplified with the pattern for next week. I will use the European ensembles. For the 
outlook period, temperatures on Monday will be near to above normal east of the Rockies and near to below 
normal west of the Rockies. Temperatures will continue in this pattern through next week. A system will develop 
in the Northern Plains with periods of showers for the Plains and Western Corn Belt through next week.  

NORTHERN PLAINS (SPRING WHEAT/CORN): Despite widespread showers over the last week, some 
portions of the region, namely the western Dakotas, missed out and have been rather dry recently. These areas 
are seeing stress to developing crops. Another storm will move through with scattered showers across the 
region Thursday into Friday, but the scattered nature will leave some areas being missed again. Another storm 
brings periods of scattered showers to the region early next week. -DTN 

CENTRAL/SOUTHERN PLAINS (WINTER WHEAT/CORN): Mostly favorable growing conditions are expected 
over the next few days. A few periods of more isolated showers through Thursday before another front looks to 
bring more widespread moderate showers Friday and Saturday. This front will likely delay harvest activities 
again. Periods of isolated to scattered showers will continue next week. -DTN 

MIDWEST (CORN/SOYBEANS/WHEAT): Moderate to heavy rain has fallen across the bulk of the region since 
last Thursday. Some flooding has occurred, but the rainfall was welcome after dry weather for the better potion 
of the previous week. Dryness had been mounting in the eastern half of the region, but the recent showers have 
put a substantial dent into the deficits. Pop up showers and good growing conditions are expected through 
Thursday. More widespread moderate to heavy rainfall is expected Friday through the weekend to keep up with 
moisture demand from developing crops. -DTN 

DELTA (SOYBEANS/COTTON): Scattered showers have fallen since this weekend to provide good moisture 
after a week of dry conditions. Scattered showers will remain over the south through Thursday, continuing to 
provide moisture. Another system this weekend is likely to provide for more shower activity and improve crop 
condition and prospects. -DTN 

SOUTHEAST (COTTON): Periods of isolated to scattered showers will continue into next week, typical of this 
time of year. This should maintain good prospects on cotton so far this season. -DTN 

  

The Stories of the Day: 

Play Ball!! https://www.msn.com/en-us/sports/mlb/mlb-players-set-
date-for-start-of-baseball-season/ar-BB15Tiaj?ocid=hplocalnews   
Zoos designed to keep animals in not out https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/other/a-san-francisco-zoo-thinks-a-50-pound-mountain-lion-
that-ran-loose-through-the-city-killed-2-of-its-wallaroos-and-a-
kangaroo/ar-BB15T4L5?li=BBnbfcL&ocid=hplocalnews   
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BRAZIL (CORN/COTTON/WHEAT): Mostly dry weather was recorded over the past several days. The growing 
season for corn and cotton is just about over for most of the region and the continued dry conditions will have 
less of an impact going forward. Most of the wheat areas in the south are in good shape, as showers will lift 
north through the region through Friday. The front to the system will stall from Mato Grosso do Sul to Parana or 
Sao Paulo, providing additional moisture for filling corn and soybeans and developing wheat. -DTN 

ARGENTINA (WINTER WHEAT): Scattered showers occurred in and around Uruguay but have been absent 
elsewhere in the country. Showers last week were not enough to relieve soil moisture deficits for the interior 
central and southern growing areas, where stress on developing winter wheat continues. Scattered showers this 
week look better over eastern and northern areas, continuing the concern over the interior. Cold air pouring in 
late this week through the weekend may also cause frosts and freezes for portions of the region as well. -DTN 

EUROPE (WINTER WHEAT/RAPESEED/CORN): Heat and dryness have built into the northwestern sections of 
the continent this week, stressing developing summer crops and filling winter wheat, though recent showers 
should have provided adequate soil moisture for a few days. Showers over the eastern half of the continent 
continue to provide adequate to surplus moisture for developing summer crops. Another storm system will 
spread showers over western areas Friday and Saturday while the heat will stick around through the weekend 
before falling back toward normal. A cutoff low will continue to provide showers in the east. Areas that are 
missed will see temperatures rise above normal and with the adequate soil moisture should foster growth. -DTN 

UKRAINE/WEST RUSSIA (WINTER WHEAT/CORN): Scattered showers have continued to fall over the 
western half of the region while being more isolated to scattered in the east. This continues to be the norm 
Wednesday before more dryness settles in to finish out the week. We are starting to get past the point where 
heat is a detriment on wheat, but above normal temperatures with dry weather later this week and weekend 
could be stressful to some of the drier areas for summer corn and sunflowers. Showers will move through the 
region again Sunday through early next week. -DTN 

CANADIAN PRAIRIES (SPRING WHEAT): Scattered showers will move through area Wednesday through 
Friday. Some of the drier areas in the east may see more moderate rainfall during this time period, which would 
be highly beneficial to emerging and developing spring wheat. Another storm system will be slow to develop this 
weekend into next week, providing additional showers to the drier southeastern areas. -DTN 

AUSTRALIA (WINTER WHEAT): Favorable growing conditions continue for much of the country. Showers would 
be more welcome over Queensland, which has missed out on the more consistent activity recently, though soil 
moisture and irrigation continue to be adequate. -DTN 

CHINA (WINTER WHEAT/RAPESEED/CORN/SOYBEANS): Conditions continue to be favorable for crops in 
China. Showers fell in the northeast for corn and soybean growth. Drier weather followed recent shower activity 
over the central areas for wheat and rapeseed harvest activities. And moderate showers in the south continued 
to be beneficial for developing sugarcane and rice. -DTN 

 INDIA (WINTER WHEAT/RAPESEED/RICE/COTTON): Monsoon moisture continues to spread across the 
country, and even made it up into northwest India, delaying harvesting of winter wheat and rapeseed. Overall, 
the monsoon has been on normal pace and provided very beneficial to most of the crops in the region. An 
outbreak of locusts continues in western India. Extensive damage has been reported for the cotton and winter 
wheat crops. The swarm is starting to devastate newly planted summer crops, including cotton. -DTN 

Headlines:   

• Malaysian August Palm Oil down 23 Ringgits  

• Dalian Futures exchange Sept corn down 6 vs. the Yuan, Sept beans down 56, Sept meal down 16, 
Sept bean oil down 16 
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• Asian Equity markets were mixed Japan’s Nikkei flat China’s Shanghai up .3%  

• European Equity markets start lower, German Dax down 1.9%, London FTSE 100 down 1.9% 

• MATIF markets are mixed Aug Corn down .25 to the Euro, August Rapeseed down 1.0, Sept Wheat up 
.25  

• Save the Date…June 30th …Grain Stocks and Planted Acres  

• Save the Date…July 1st…Canada Day 

• Save the Date…July 2nd…US Employment Numbers  

• Save the Date…July 3rd…National Holiday in the States  

• Save the Date…July 10th…US crop production numbers and S&Ds   

• ASF https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-020-66381-3  

• Fall Armyworm still getting their munch on   

• Covid -19 Russian declares victory https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/putin-safe-behind-kremlin-
walls-declares-victory-over-covid-19-n1231871  

• Locust, India in all out border war with the RSL https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/rajasthan-
facing-locust-attack-from-new-swarms-say-authorities/story-9AHvsnbKtrtO4KiKACofcP.html  

• Could Libyan Civil war become a regional conflict…A Turkey coalition vs. an Egyptian coalition?  
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/libya-e2-80-99s-future-hinges-on-a-proxy-standoff-in-qaddafi-
e2-80-99s-home-town/ar-BB15Tt9H   

• EIA numbers at 9:30 AM CDT expected to find that WoW crude oil stocks up 300,000 barrels, gasoline 
stocks down 1.3 million barrels    

• India a net exporter of corn just a few years ago is becoming a bigger importer of non-GMO corn to feed 
its poultry industry 
https://www.zawya.com/mena/en/markets/story/India_clears_500000_T_of_corn_imports_at_muchredu
ced_duty_in_boost_for_poultry_sector-TR20200624nL4N2E10MOX1/  

Commentary:   

This week has been marked once again by the trade tensions between China and the US. This tensions have 
been magnified in the Covid-19 era as both governments try to shift blame for a pandemic and lack of ability to 
control the uncontrollable. In China who knew a cool humid wet market in Beijing would be a breeding ground for 
Covid-19 (well I guess we all kind of knew that), but since it is The Chinese in a bid to show they are responsive 
to the twist and turns of Covid-19 are now demanding guarantees from importing nations that cargos of fruits, 
grains and proteins are Covid-19 free. In the US, the WH ran out a trial balloon of blaming the Chinese for not 
being forth coming about the spread of Covid-19 before signing the Phase One Deal. The WH hope that the 
anger by US voters would switch away from the failures of the federal government to contain the impact of the 
virus to the country where it started. The world’s reaction to an increase in trade tensions between the two giant 
economies was not good. Both countries know they need each other to help reinvigorate their economies it is 
going to be a minefield to get across keeping trade intact but at the same time playing the blame game. Well at 
least for this week it will come to a quick end as its Dragon Boat Week. China is on holiday Thursday thru 
Saturday.  

An investment in futures contracts is speculative, involves a high degree of risk and is suitable only for persons who can assume the risk of 

loss in excess of their margin deposits.  You should carefully consider whether futures trading is appropriate for you in light of your investment 
experience, trade objectives, financial resources, and other relevant circumstances. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY 
INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 
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